WANGANUI PET MOTEL
Terms & Conditions for Boarding Animals
1) This agreement is between Dee & Jessica Harris as proprietors of Wanganui
Pet Motel and the owner, or agent, of the animals to be boarded.
2) Wanganui Pet Motel agrees to take all due care of your animals but accepts
no responsibility for injury, sickness, loss, or death, from any cause. All animals
are left at the owners risk. Pets that don’t settle and continue to fret will need to be
collected by owner/agent as soon as possible and will not be accepted for
boarding in future.
3)
You authorize Wanganui Pet Motel to obtain, or supply, information
regarding the health and welfare of your animal from your veterinary clinic. Any
special attention required, including the services of a vet, drugs, medication or
injections which are necessary for the well-being of any animal, shall be paid for
in full by the owner, or agent, to Wanganui Pet Motel together with all boarding
and transport fees before the animal is removed. In the unlikely event of an
unexplained death, while in our care, you give your permission for a post mortem
to be performed by Wanganui Vet Services and agree to pay all costs associated
with this procedure.
4)
Any animal not collected and paid for within 14(fourteen) days of agreed
collection date, will be deemed to have been abandoned. Wanganui Pet Motel
has the right to re-home or otherwise dispose of the animal, at their discretion.
Any monies owed, together with all collection charges must be paid within 7 days
or they will be passed to debt collection services.
5) We reserve the right to charge for all days booked during holiday periods,
including late cancellations and unused days. We accept no responsibility for loss
of, or damage to, bedding, toys, cat cages etc.
6) Pets Must wait in the car until current vaccination status has been proven.
7) Dogs from the same family may share a pen with owners permission..
8) Charges are based on Calendar days, the day your pet comes in, is classed
as the first day.
9) The owner guarantees that all animals delivered to Wanganui Pet Motel are in
good health. The owner also agrees, upon being notified that the animal/s has a
disease, to remove same from the premises.
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